CHITIMACHA TRIBAL SCHOOL 2022-2023 SUPPLY LIST

PRE-K

1 - ROLL UP FABRIC MAT (PREFERRED) FOR NAP TIME
1 - 1 INCH BINDER (WHITE)
OR
4 - ROLLS OF PAPER TOWELS
1 - THIN FOLDABLE MAT WITH BEACH TOWEL (NO LARGE BLANKETS)
2 - BOXES OF KLEENEX
4 - PACKS OF BABY WIPES
1 - CAN OF LYSOL
3 - CONTAINER CLOROX WIPES
1 - PACK OF PLASTIC 5oz CUPS

1 - LARGE BOOK SACK - large enough to carry folder, towel, extra clothes, etc.

NO rolling or mini book sacks or sling pouch please!

1 - Extra set of labeled clothing including underwear and socks in a labeled gallon ziploc bag -
Does not have to be uniform.

****Please do not send pillows or stuffed animals*****